
TAKK Anti-Static FlexCord Magnetic Mounts

Typical mounTing using mounTing magneTs
Step 1. 
Using one magnet thread FlexCord through magnet and 
loosely double knot the end of FlexCord on the magnet side. 

Step 2. 
Pull FlexCord until knot catches inside the 
magnet. If need be trim excess cord. Mount  
to one side of the metallic machine frame. 

Step 3. 
Stretch the FlexCord tautly across and above or below the surface to be static 
neutralized. Using a second magnet repeat Steps 1 and 2. If needed, leave extra 
cord on the magnet side for grounding (see grounding methods in next section). 

general insTallaTion insTrucTions for anTi-sTaTic flexcord
For optimal effect place the Anti-Static FlexCord tautly across and approximately 1⁄4" to 1⁄2" above or 
below moving web, sheets or conveyor (do not exceed 1"). Make sure the FlexCord is grounded. 

grounding meThod opTions
The FlexCord should be grounded. There are numerous ways of achieving this:

1) If the surfaces of the magnets are mounted to metal machine components (with bare metal  
or conductive coating), a ground can be achieved thru the magnets and the end of the cord 
touching the grounded surface. 

2) Leave a longer length of FlexCord at the end of one magnet. Tie or attach to a known grounded 
part of the machine frame or a grounded screw. 

3) Attach a separate ground wire to the FlexCord. 
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applicaTions
Plastic and paper webs, digital printers, paper folders, printing presses, conveyors, pallet 
wrappers and other applications where static electricity causes feed problems, quality 
issues, or personnel shock.

design and funcTion
TAKK Anti-Static FlexCord is strong yet light in weight, easy to install, easy to maintain,  
and has a long service life. It is a self-energizing, induction type static eliminator which 
does not cause static discharge sparking. 

• Designed to help you increase productivity. 
• Machines can be run at optimum speeds with less rejects. 
• Dust contamination is prevented. 
• Product quality is enhanced. 
• Operators are protected from static discharge shock 

TAKK Anti-Static FlexCord stretches to up to double its 
length allowing for precise positioning and avoiding 
snags with materials or objects that accidently  
come in contact with the cord.
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hinTs for insTallaTion and usage
1) Rule of thumb: Position the FlexCord just prior to where the static charge is creating  

a production or quality problem.

2) It may be necessary to mount FlexCord at several points in a machine process. For 
example the feed and the delivery end of a printer.

3) Depending on the application it may be necessary to mount the FlexCord above and 
below the web, sheets, etc to thoroughly control the static charge on the material.

4)  Replace FlexCord when it has become matted or badly contaminated with inks, dust  
or other contaminants that will affect its performance.


